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CHANGE AND INNOVATION
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WHO, 
WHAT & 
HOW?

Profesional
identity

Diversity & 
Migration

Inclusive
systems

Practice
based

research



STRUCTURE
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• Who?

• How to meet high expectations?
• The quality of the professional

• Control & Accountability

• Research based pedagogy

• Routine or adaptive professionals?

• A moral profession where profession and professional can not be
separated

• Implications for professionals
• The quality of the professional

• Control & Accountability

• Research based pedagogy

Disclaimer: teachers and other pedagogical professionals
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Diversity

Immigration

Equal opportunities

Supporting parents

Early school leaving

Better learning outcomes

Radicalism and intolerance

Special needs

Child abuse

Disadvantage and unemployment

…

… WAITING FOR THE TEACHER, SOCIAL

WORKER, …!
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HOW TO MEET HIGH EXPECTATIONS
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FOCUS ON THE QUALITY OF 

PEDAGOGICAL PROFESIONALS
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• Selecting the best

• Increase of qualification requirements

• Professional standards and registers

Fit

Unfit



THE QUALITY OF PEDAGOGICAL WORK
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Making use of outcomes of research:

• Evidence based practice



CONTROL & ACCOUNTABILITY
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Making sure that quality is maintained and improved

- towards parents, childeren, society:

• Clear targets and indicators

• Accountability on capacity and outcomes

• Market approach and competitiveness

• Efficiency

New Public

Management



THE QUALITY OF PEDAGOGICAL WORK
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Focus on outcomes and targets

Testing and benchmarking

The role of external quality inspection

Future-proof practice? (‘Onderwijs2032’)



DILEMMAS
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Institutionalization and de-professionalization: 

• A protocolized profession

• Teachers and child care workers carry out pre-defined curricula and
methods developed by others

• Eliminating the human factor

Professional identity in confusion

Fundamental:

How do we understand the profession and what are the implications?



HOW TO IMPROVE AN EDUCATION SYSTEM
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12

from

WEAK TO 

AVERAGE

from

AVERAGE TO 

GOOD

from

GOOD TO 

GREAT 

from

GREAT TO 

EXCELLENT

Basic teacher 

quality

Accounting for 

learning outcomes

Entrance quality of 

teachers and 

school leaders

Collaborative 

learning cultures in 

schools

Teaching materials Organizational and 

administrational 

structures

Development of 

teachers and 

school leaders

Focus of teachers 

on key tasks

Pupils attendance Coherent learning 

structures, shared 

language

School autonomy Room for innovation 

and experiments

(McKinsey 2007,2010)
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FRONTLINE PROFESSIONS

Highly educated workers, 

•who have a close relation with a ‘client’ 

•who need to make quick decisions

•who have not just one ‘right way’ to act

•who work in isolation without visible leader. 

•and need to be honerable, honest and righteous

Working in the frontline of public service

•Where no mistakes can be made

•Where you deal with vunerable groups

•Where clients have no choice

•With high public and political interest and concern

•Within a bureaucratic setting



ROUTINE PROFESSIONALS OR

ADAPTIVE PROFESSIONALS

Pedagogical-didacticalIn
n

o
va

ti
o

n

Agency



ROUTINE PROFESSIONALS OR

ADAPTIVE PROFESSIONALS

Routine professional: focused on efficient and effective teaching 

according to standards

Adaptive professionals: acting in contexts and situations where fixed

routines do not work. Research, development and innovation are 

needed.



A RATIONAL OR CREATIVE PROCESS …?
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OR A PERSONAL AND MORAL PROCESS?
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Values, beliefs and identity: 
defines the purpose of 
pedagogical professionals

An ethical and moral profession

You teach who you are …

“it matters to teachers themselves, 
as well as to their pupils, who and 
what they are. Their self‐image is 
more important to them as 
practitioners than is the case in 
occupations where the person can 
easily be separated from the craft” (Korthagen, Nias, 1989, 1996)



WHEN THE PROFESION AND

PROFESSIONAL CAN NOT BE SEPARATED …
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The profession can not be protocolized

There is not one way to define effective professional practice: ‘…a 

range of acceptable ways to teach…’

Judgments of professional practice can not be made without a dialogue

on mission, identity and beliefs of the professional 

But then: 

• how to ensure the quality of the professional and the profession?

• How to organize quality assurance and accountability?

• How to embed research and inquiry in the profession?



FUTURE PROOF PEDAGOGY
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OR SENSITIVITY OF 

PROFESSIONALS?

DESIGN OF 

PRACTICES …



A SHARED VISION ON PROFESSIONAL 

LEARNING?
Behaviorism Cognitivism Soc-

constructivisme
Connectivisme

Behavior Acquiring
knowledge

Interaction and
collaborative
learning

Connections and
networks

Focus on exploitation, routine Focus on exploration, innovatie

Learning and working seperated
Formal
Lineair, 

Closed: clearly defined outcomes
(predefined innovation)

Deficiency focus
Individal

Learning and working integrated
Divers

Circulair, 
Open: undefined outcomes

(explorative innovation)
Innovation focus

Collective

(Marjan Vermeulen, 2016)

Professional ‘under control’ Professional ‘in control’



FROM ‘SELECTING THE BEST’ TO

‘DEVELOPING THE BEST’
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IMPLICATIONS FOR CONTROL & 

ACCOUNTABILITY: THE ROLE OF TRUST
Trust is both given and earned

Contractual trust or role trust (through ethical codes)

Key elements

• Trust in competence

• Trust in intentions: 

The role of 
professional registers, 
professional codes and
professional oaths



TRUST IN INTENTIONS

A shared understanding of pedagogical quality:

• What is good professional practice?

• What is a good professional?

The need for professional dialogues within a team

And the willingness to account for this



DOING THE RIGHT THINGS
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From

Doing the things right

To

Doing the right things

The need of a moral framework!

In an individualized society?

Through a moral dialogue in teams



A MORAL DIALOGUE

A moral dialogue requires …

• Moral rules (what is acceptable, 

what is right, …)

• A moral language

• The willingness to question 

yourself and each other

Virtuosity in moral dialogue (Biesta)



IMPLICATIONS FOR QUALITY

ASSURANCE

QA as condition and catalyst for innovation?

What indicators for pedagogical quality?

How to interpret data? From meaningless to meaningful.

• Connection to the local context and the shared local ambitions and

mission

• Qualitative reflections on quantitative data: narratives

• Consistency and alignment of policies, instruments and language

• Capacity of all stakeholders



EFFECTIVENESS AND PURPOSE

Evidence based education:

• Using the outcomes of educational research 

• Gives an answer to the question ‘How?’

• But can’t give an answer to the question ‘Why?’

• What is the purpose of education?

That needs to be answered by pedagogical professionals within a team 

(in dialogue with other stakeholders)



IMPLICATIONS FOR RESEARCH AND

INQUIRY

Not as a linear process of knowledge development and knowledge

application

As an intervention within the pedagogical practice

What makes an intervention succesful?

• Ownership

• Meaningfulness co-creation

• Dialogue
}

Research question 

theoretical framework 

research design 

data collection 

conclusion, discussion & 

implications



TOWARDS A COLLABORATIVE

PROFESSION

The need for collaborative structures and cultures focused on

• The quality of the professional

• Quality assurance & Accountability

• Research based pedagogy

Professional peer groups as counterforce against bureaucratic

structures and imposed frameworks

At local level: influencing the micropolitics of the organization

At national level: influencing national policies



SHARING LEADERSHIP AND

RESPONSIBILITIES

“It means seeing all members of the 

faculty and staff as experts in their 

own right – as uniquely important 

sources of knowledge, experience, 

and wisdom. 

Everyone is responsible and 

accountable for leadership within 

his or her area. Good ideas come 

from throughout the school, and 

many people cooperate in creating 

change.” 



TWO WAYS OF SHARING LEADERSHIP 

IN ORGANIZATIONS

As part of the organizational structure?

Role based pedagogical leadership

A limited number of professionals that take a leadership role

• Based on selection and appointment (distributed)

• With a formal mandate

• And a clear distinction between leaders and followers. 

• Exclusive



TWO WAYS OF SHARING LEADERSHIP 

IN ORGANIZATIONS

As part of the organizational culture?

Community based pedagogical leadership

Leadership a a collective quality within the team

• Every one has the opportunity to take a leadership role (shared)

• At a certain moment, on a certain theme

• Leaders and followers change roles over time. 

• Inclusive



TO CONCLUDE

For change and innovation …

in which pedagogical professionals are in control and feel ownership …

pedagogical professionals need to

• Understand their profession as collaborative, both at the national
and local level,

• Develop a shared understanding of pedagogical quality within their
work

• Based on a moral dialogue on the meaning of their work (Why, for
what …)

• And take responsibility and leadership in safeguarding and
accounting that quality.
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